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Good Morning Archbishop Bellisario, Archbishop Schwietz and all gathered 
here today, both in person and on our livestream.  On behalf of the Synod 
Committee for the Archdiocese of Anchorage Juneau, it is our honor as the 
co-chairs to highlight some of the dreams, joys, concerns and sorrows 
expressed over the last several months during the Diocesan portion of the 
Synod on Synodality.  

 
During this synodal process, many have come together within their parishes, 
on zoom calls, or in homes and places of common interest.  Some 
participated because of a direct invitation from their parish, a friend or out of 
curiosity about what a synod on Synodality means.  Others participated 
because this was the first time the Church had ever asked for their opinion 
and they wanted to embrace the opportunity.   One truth is that participants 
were unified by the prompting of our Holy Father, Pope Francis, to listen and 
dialogue about each other’s lived experience and image of the church as they 
believe it is called to be by our Lord Jesus Christ.  

 
Great joys and also deepest pains were shared. A tremendous love of the 
church and the desire to pass on Christ’s gift of the Church, the Sacraments 
and its teachings was expressed.  The loyalty to our tradition and the trust in 
Divine Salvation through Christ Jesus was mentioned repeatedly.  The love of 
Jesus Christ, as taught through the gospels was considered the most 
important factor for many as the foundation of the Church’s teaching and 
wisdom.  Along with experiences of church that offered meaning and 
direction to faith and life, came encounters and stories of discouragement 
and dismay.  There were cries of alienation and feelings of not only being 
unwelcomed, but unwanted.  There was heartbreak and continual fear and 
distrust over reports of abuse and feelings of powerlessness and division that 
tears away at our unity. Yet as each person shared their story we were 



reminded that the Holy Spirit, active in the lives of each person, fans the 
flame of faith, to seek what is good and right.   
 
Pope Francis called us, in this process, to accompany each other especially 
the vulnerable and marginalized to gain greater understanding of their lived 
experience through respectful listening and dialogue. Over the past eight 
months, the committee developed a Synodal process to ensure consistency 
and accountability across the Archdiocese.  The process was designed to 
ensure both listening to each other followed by dialogue in group settings.  
We tried to provide every possible opportunity for parishioners to engage in 
this process.  We supported small groups who felt alienated from the church 
and reached out to the vulnerable and marginalized.  We had on-line 
submissions available for those who wanted to privately share, or were 
unable to participate in a group gathering and received some responses by 
mail.  
 
The Holy Father asked all, worldwide, to address ten themes which ranged 
from how inclusive we are as a church, how authority is exercised and lay 
ministry encouraged; how the church could be more transparent and 
accountable in decision making and how do we form each other to be more 
capable to walk together and accompany each other in life.  Each person that 
participated had their own unique experience and perspective.  
 
We heard from over 1200 Catholics, and an additional 100 brothers and 
sisters in Christ, who simply appreciate the work of the Church and its 
people.   In these reports you will read many comments relating to a hunger 
for catechesis that is of Christ, which guides us in love of neighbor without 
divisiveness. There is a longing for consistent direction and formation by 
church leaders to follow the inspiration of Vatican II and a belief that we can 
bring Christ to the world through care and concern, not condemnation. 
 
You will read about an emptiness in the loss of community and connection in 
the lives of the people within our parishes. And our missions and rural 
parishes are feeling isolated and need greater support from their diocese.   
The inclusion of all believers to share in the Eucharistic table was important 
as was the feeling of loss over the practice of certain liturgical traditions and 
the teaching of clear doctrine.  A desire for one’s experience and point of 
view to be heard and understood was expressed by different groups, such as 



Catholics who long for the return of the Latin Mass, those of the LGBTQ+ 
community and their loved ones as well as those who have been divorced.  
Many youth who participated spoke of seeing the love of Christ in their 
relationships most clearly and did not understand the justification of 
exclusion of certain groups of people.  There was the expression of wanting 
to see the church help with life issues, such as addiction, homelessness and 
seek to understand others.  They hope for a welcoming church instead of 
treating others harshly and in judgmental ways.  In reference to church 
teaching, one youth stated, “I think we need to stop telling and start 
explaining.”  
 
Many expressed concern for our priests, that we need to better care and 
support them which would help them better care and support the people 
entrusted to them.  The lack of priestly vocations, especially within our 
Archdiocese was a significant concern with frustration that the church is not 
willing to consider the option of priests being allowed to choose marriage.  It 
was also repeated that women’s voices need to be heard in homilies and 
they have many gifts to offer and should be invited to be ordained as 
deacons and priests.   
 
We also acknowledge those who chose not to participate.  We heard first 
hand that many who did not participate were skeptical of the process.  
Would their lived experience of church matter?  Was this process going to be 
fruitful or harmful to the church and its tradition and doctrine?  Was this 
going to be yet another document for the book shelf.  
 
For those that did participate, it is clear they are seeking transparency in 
what was heard and hoping that their work and energy will bear fruit.  It was 
expressed many times over, a desire to continue to dialogue in small groups 
within parishes and the Archdiocese.  There has been nothing more 
important to the committee than to ensure the integrity of this process by 
honoring each person’s comments to ensure that their feelings and hopes 
are valued and understood.   
 
Archbishop Andrew, we now entrust to you the hopes and dreams expressed 
in the most sincere and trusting ways, in these submissions from dialogue 
sessions of parishes, groups and also individuals throughout the Archdiocese.   
We continue to work to compile the final report of all of these thoughts of 



the people of the Archdiocese of Anchorage-Juneau which we will submit to 
you in the upcoming weeks.  
 
We pray that the Holy Spirit continues to guide the process during the 
Regional and Continental phase of this Synod on Synodality.  We pray for you 
and all bishops throughout the world, as you bring together the thoughts, 
ideas and concerns of the people of the world, but especially of this local 
Archdiocese, to the Holy Father in October of 2023.   
 
In the words of St. James every good and perfect gift is from above, coming 
down from the Father of lights with whom there is no alteration or shadow.  
This is our gift to you from the people you serve with no alteration or 
shadow.   (James 1:17) 
 
 
  


